ABB European Pulp and Paper Tour
ABB in pulp and paper
Writing the future of papermaking. Together.

In today’s highly competitive landscape, the pulp and paper industry is focused on operational excellence; achieving output of the highest quality in the most productive, cost-effective manner.

The ABB European Pulp and Paper Tour is a traveling showcase of the latest solutions and insights that enable papermakers to operate their facility to the max while utilizing all available resources—and we bring it all right to your mill!

To schedule a visit at your mill, please go to abb.com/pulpandpaper or email us at eu-pnptour@abb.com
Featured solutions

With a fully integrated demo that showcases ABB’s innovative power and automation solutions, we’re here to show you how to bring your mill to the next level of profitability.

**ABB Ability™ suite**
A suite of pulp and paper digital solutions that utilize mill data to visualize trackable KPIs on a user-friendly dashboard to optimize mill performance

**ABB Ability™ Management Execution System**
Applications from order management through production planning and quality management to provide the efficiency and transparency needed to optimize production

**Control room solutions**
Human-centered control room design puts focus on the operator for safer and faster operations

**Fully integrated control system**
ABB Ability™ System 800xA demo integrates DCS, QCS, safety and paper machine drives control functionality into one single operator Interface for a wholistic view of the process

**Advanced Process Control (APC) solutions**
Large portfolio of APC applications, such as Wet End Control, that help stabilize and optimize process performance

**Automated paper and board testing**
ABB L&W Autoline reduces testing variation and measurement uncertainty

**Process measurements**
Innovative solutions for accurate measurement and process optimization

“This visit was instructive and very interesting for our teams,” shares Bruno Epifani, Technical Director, Norpaper Blendecques. “It was an opportunity for our employees to (re)discover some of the equipment and processes in the production chain, but also to project themselves into the future with digital solutions to support their daily work.”
Learn more

Contact your account manager to schedule a visit.

- Visit abb.com/pulpandpaper
- Email eu-pnptour@abb.com
- Follow us on twitter @ABBpulpandpaper

For more information, please contact:

ABB Ltd.
Finnabair Industrial Park
Dundalk, Co. Louth, Ireland
Tel: +353 42 9385100

ABB Inc.
579 Executive Campus Drive
Westerville, Ohio 43082, USA
Tel: +1 614 818 6300

ABB Engineering (Shanghai) Ltd.
No. 4528, Kangxin Highway
Pudong District
Shanghai, 201319, P.R.China
Tel: +86 21 6129 8954

abb.com/pulpandpaper